A resistor-and pore-network methodology is used to examine transport of ions in various ion-conducting polymers. The model is used to examine ion conduction in random and correlated (at the mesoscale) distributions of high and low conductive domains showing the impact that defects or different conduction modes have on overall effective conductivity and percolation. The specific case of Nafion is modeled where swelling is accounted for as well as a spatially varying conductivity within the nanodomains. The model is also used to investigate conduction in thin-films, where a substantial drop in conductivity is witnessed for films less than 50 nm thick. The model shows good agreement with experimental data and provides a methodology for efficient multiscale modeling of transport in ion-conducting polymers from the nanoscale through the mesoscale transport pathways to the observable macroscale properties.
Introduction
Transport of ionic species through ion-conducting polymers, or ionomers, is a major consideration in the design of polymer-electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs), redox flow cells, solar-fuel generators, and batteries. Ionic conduction, or lack thereof, is usually a significant source of efficiency loss in these devices, especially as one endeavors to simplify or scale systems [1] . For example, it is desired to operate PEFCs at low humidities and temperatures above 100°C to decrease system complexity and water management; however, an ionomer has yet to be developed that can conduct efficiently under such conditions. To minimize the overall cell ohmic resistance, the ionomer is made as thin as possible so that the effective conductance, a function of intrinsic conductivity and geometry, is sufficiently high. Such a strategy has a minimum threshold due to the need for mechanical stability and chemical durability of the membranes.
The search for materials with high intrinsic conductivity and/or better mechanical properties is an ongoing task, including the development of composite structures composed of conductive and nonconductive elements [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Transport of ions within ionomers is an inherently multiscale phenomena, where ions are traversing the length of the membranes and interacting with dynamic nanophase separated domains that coalescence into transport pathways at the mesoscale [8] . Mathematical modeling is ideally suited for exploring ionomers due to their complexity and nonlinearity in their transport phenomena and even structural data. For PEFCs specifically, the proton-exchange membrane (PEM) plays an integral role in controlling the cell's ohmic losses as protons are subject to Ohm's Law. In addition, the PEM is a critical component in PEFC water management as it transports water and normally requires hydration for efficient proton conduction, thereby setting minimal cell humidity requirements. While there are efforts to develop PEMs that conduct efficiently at higher temperatures (>100°C) and/or lower humidities, these are still in the laboratory setting [9] .
The polymer of choice, Nafion®, a random copolymer of polytetrafluoroethylene and 3 polysulfonyl fluoride vinyl ether, serves as a benchmark material due to its remarkable proton conductivity and thermo-mechanical stability [10] . Absorption of water by the ionic groups creates nanodomains in the semi-crystalline polymer matrix through which ion and water transport occurs. Nanophase separation and water-uptake capacity are affected by the backbone rigidity and ion interactions which control the reorganization and inter-connectivity of the domains [11] [12] [13] . The water uptake is characterized by a primary hydration of around λ = 6 (i.e., 6 water molecules per sulfonic acid site), followed by a secondary swelling of the polymer matrix to a λ = 14 (saturated vapor) and λ = 22 (liquid water) [14, 15] . Water uptake has been modeled by various means, mainly using an energy-balance approach wherein the chemical energies related to dissolution are countered by the mechanical energies related to swelling and backbone deformation [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . While these models have shown significant insight into the quasi-equilibrium water content, their use as models of transport have been limited since they inherently neglect the connectivity between the water domains. To complicate matters, it is also known that a PEM exhibits significantly different water uptake and physical properties depending on the phase of water in contact with the surface, namely liquid or vapor [15, [24] [25] [26] .
Such a change in uptake is thought to perhaps be due to surface morphological changes of the PEM when exposed to the different environments as discussed by Kreuer [14] , Freger [26, 27] , and explored by Weber and coworkers [24, [28] [29] [30] [31] . What is known for certain is that the domain sizes change with liquid versus vapor equilibration as measured by x-ray scattering and macroscopic property measurements [32] . Overall though, the modeling and understanding of transport properties such as ion conductivity are not nearly as developed as that of bulk water uptake.
Various models of proton conduction in PEMs have shown the possible existence of different mechanisms of transport [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . The first is a proton hopping or Grotthuss mechanism wherein the proton moves across a hydrogen-bond network mainly through concerted molecular bond rotations of the hydrated Eigen or Zundel clusters [38] [39] [40] . The second mechanism is a vehicular mechanism that is associated with movement of a hydronium ion. The first mechanism is known to be fast and the second slower. As mentioned, there are two transport modes where for the liquid-equilibrated transport mode, Grotthuss type conductivity is believed to be dominant, and for vapor-equilibrated it is thought to be more vehicular. The reason for this is that the domain sizes are larger for liquid-equilibration and subsequently there is more of a bulk-like water region [41, 42] . However, there is undoubtedly a mixture of modes, wherein the connectivity becomes increasingly important, and dominant transport pathways emerge. While the two mechanisms have been explored at the atomic scale through ab-initio and molecular dynamics [42] [43] [44] [45] , or at the coarse grain scale through dissipative particle dynamics and other methods [46] [47] [48] , scaling up to a macroscopically measurable quantity across the membrane has been a challenge due to the connectivity issues and disparate length scales of the phenomena; a true, efficient multiscale representation of the conductivity does not exist.
To model the connectivity between hydrophilic domains efficiently and resolve macroscopic transport properties, one can utilize a resistor-network approach similar to pore-network modeling in porous media [49, 50] . While the approach is not new and demonstrates many of the experimental observations such as a percolation threshold for conduction [51] , it is not fully developed for PEMs wherein transport is multiscale and occurs within a dynamic framework with varying morphology and transport properties. The most exemplary of its adoption to PEMs was accomplished by Eikerling et al. [52, 53] and subsequently by Weber et al. [28, 54] , wherein such an approach was shown to be able to bridge the gap between the different membrane transport modes (i.e., liquid-equilibrated or vapor-equilibrated) in a physically consistent framework. Eikerling et al. and Weber et al. both utilized a framework of essentially swollen and collapsed channels and used tangential evidence to derive the effective channel-size distributions. Recently, some groups have used a more rigorous approach for modeling transport wherein they accounted for the network structure in more detail [55] [56] [57] [58] . There is a still a need to improve the techniques and fidelity of the models, as well as exercise them in terms of exploring and setting design targets. In this paper, we explore conductivity as a function of network topology and ratio of conductivities between the two modes in order to both prove out the approach and help establish design targets and understanding for PEM development.
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The outline of the paper is as follows. First, the modeling methodology is presented. Next, several test cases are explored in terms of conductivity ratio and bulk network dimensionality.
Then the modeling of transport more relevant to Nafion is carried out using recently measured values for its channel size and connectivity, where the different conductivity values represent bridging or perhaps defect sites. Finally, a general discussion of the findings is made followed by the summary. 6 
Modeling
Two related modeling approaches were used to calculate effective conductivities of ionconducting polymer electrolytes. For the general case of a block co-polymer (BCP), a resistor network was used, which uses a finite-difference scheme to estimate the effective conductivity of the network. For the more specific case of ionomers like Nafion®, a pore-network approach was used wherein the conductance values between neighboring nodes is determined from physical considerations of the specific 'pore structure'. Both of these approaches are outlined in more detail in the sections that follow.
General Solution Procedure
For both the BCP and Nafion studies, the effective conductivity of the network was found in the same manner. Using the conductivity κ of the conducting material, and the size information for the conduit connecting nodes (or pores) i and j, the conductance g ij conduit can be found. The ion flow in the network follows Ohm's law, such that the flow of current I between two neighboring pores i and j is proportional to the voltage difference ∆V and the conductance between them as:
The current entering and exiting each node will sum to zero for steady-state conditions with no reaction terms. Thus, a current balance around node i gives:
where node i has n neighboring pores. Performing this balance on each node in a network with N nodes results in a linear system of N equations that can be easily solved to find the V in each node. The effective conductivity S EFF of the network can be found by applying voltage boundary conditions on two opposing faces of the network and solving the system of equations resulting from the application of Eq. (2) to every node. With the voltage in each node known, it is possible to calculate the total flow of current through a control surface. The key to the present resistor or pore-network simulations is to find meaningful values for g ik to be used in Eq. (2).
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The modeling domains used here are illustrated in Figure 1 for the 2D and 3D cases. The inset views show a close-up of the pore-throat-pore conduit. The pores are represented by cubes and the throat are drawn as lines for clarity, although they were treated as cylinders in the simulations. In all the simulations presented below, the voltage gradient was applied in the zdirection.
Resistor Network Modeling of Block Co-Polymers
Resistor values for the BCP network were determined by assigning each node in the network to be either conducting or non-conducting. Once an assignment has been made to each node, the resistance of the total conduit connecting two neighboring nodes i and j was found from
where L C is the lattice constant of the network, A C (A C = L C 2 since the network is cubic) is the cross-sectional area between nodes, and κ i is the conductivity of the phase assigned to node i. This is illustrated in Figure 2 their spatial arrangement can be manipulated in many ways, as discuss below.
Spatial Distribution of Phases
In addition to varying relative proportions and conductivities of the two phases, the resistor network approach allows for easy investigation of the effect of spatial distribution of the two phases. In the base case, conducting and non-conducting elements were dispersed randomly throughout the domain. The impact of spatial correlation between the locations of conducting and non-conducting elements was also investigated. Spatial correlations were imparted by applying a convolution filter to an N-dimension random number field of the same shape as the desired network (N x , N y , N z ), with the structuring element selected to impart correlations of 8 varying strength and distance in each spatial direction. The structuring element S was always a 3×N D array (where N D is the number of dimensions in the model), with entries corresponding to a minimally connected cubic topology (i.e. 2×N D neighbors). The values in S are described as [A x , A y , A z ] meaning that A x was placed at locations (0,1,1) & (2,1,1), A y was placed at (1,0,1) & (1,2,1), and A z was placed at (1,1,0) and (1, 1, 2) . This procedure had the side effect of converting an initially random distribution into a normal one. A random number field was re-obtained by applying the inverse cumulated distribution function of the normal distribution using its mean and standard deviation. Some 2D examples are shown in Figure 3 including a random field, a field with S = [2, 2] , and with S = [4, 1]. This random number field can then be converted to a Boolean mask by setting all elements with a value below a certain threshold to phase A and the remainder to B, to look at percolation behavior.
The end result of this simulation protocol is a 'site' percolation phenomena [59, 60] . In site percolation, conduction only occurs between two neighboring pores if they are both conductors.
This physically represents the fact that the material surrounding both nodes is conductive and therefore conduction can occur between the two nodes. Conversely, a node filled with nonconducting phase means that none of its neighboring resistors are connected. Referring to Figure 2 (a), if phase B is a poor conductor then R 2-3 will be very high despite the fact that half of the resistor is the higher conductivity A phase. Figure 4 (a) shows the conductivity behavior of a site-percolation problem as the effective conductivity of the materials versus the volume fraction of the conducting phase. The conductivity of the non-conductor was set to 10 -5 times lower than the conductor, so the final value at low φ plateaus at this value. A key feature of these percolating systems is the existence of a 'percolation threshold', which is the volume fraction below which the conductivity drops precipitously. This behavior is typically described with an equation of the form:
where κ EFF is the effective conductivity of the network, κ is the intrinsic conductivity of the conducting phase, φ C is the critical volume fraction that indicates the location of the sharp drop in conduction, and τ is a fitting parameter that is dependent on various aspects of the 9 simulation including the dimensionality, connectivity and even the size of the domain.
Pore Network Modeling of Nafion
The pore-network approach to model transport is built upon the concept of a resistor network, but instead of arbitrarily assigning resistor values, they are estimated from geometric and topological knowledge of the pore structure. Nafion does not have a pore network in the traditional sense, where invading and defending phases interact in a network of voids, but there is a clear pore and throat-type structure to the phase-segregated hydrophilic domains.
Pore and Throat Sizes
The size of the pore and throats in Nafion have been intensively studied in recent years [13, 14, 22, 55, 56, [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] including some recent direct visualization of the hydrated structure [66] . The general picture is that pore bodies of mean size around 5 to 10 nm that are spaced between 12 and 16 nm apart in dry versus fully humidified membranes, respectively. These pores are connected by throats of 2 to 4 nm, with lengths of a few nm. Figure 2 (b) shows the meaning and definitions of these various size parameters in the context of a possible pore network. The pore-size distribution for a saturated-vapor-equilibrated Nafion network was obtained by assigning random numbers to each pore, then using the inverse cumulative distribution function of the Weibull function with an offset as given by:
with β = 1.8 × 10 -9 m, k = 2.2, and b = 1 × 10 -8 m. A similar approach was used for throat radii, but the throat seed values were taken as the minimum value in the two adjacent pores. Eq. (5) was then applied with β = 1 × 10 -10 m, k = 2.5, and b = 0 m. The pore-and throat-size distributions are shown in Figure 5 . The throat length was found from the difference in lattice spacing and neighboring pore radii.
Impact of Water Uptake and Swelling
One of the more challenging aspects of modeling Nafion is that the structure morphs with water uptake, so that at low water contents the pores and throats are contracted, while at higher water contents they swell. Incorporating this behavior into the present model was accomplished as follows. A suitable pore-and throat-size distribution was established for a fully hydrated material as outlined in the previous section. In this state, the material consists of about 42% conducting phase by volume, φ. The value of φ was related to the membrane water content, λ (moles H 2 O per SO 3 − ), using the water and dry-polymer molar volumes [28] :
where an 1100 equivalent weight (g/mole SO 3 − ) Nafion is used. As the material becomes dehydrated, meaning the value of λ drops, the polymer shrinks macroscopically by about 20%, and the volume fraction of conducting phase, φ, decreases according to Eq. (6). A new estimate for the pore and throat diameters was found by first shrinking the network spacing to account for the macroscopic size change, then scaling the pore and throat volumes to satisfy Eq. (6). This is schematically illustrated in Figure 2 (c). For pores, the new diameter was found directly as the diameter of a sphere with the new contracted volume. For the throats it was a bit more involved.
The pores an each end of a throat are shrinking, tending to lengthen the throat; yet the total material contracted by about 20% from the fully hydrated state to the dry one at the bulk scale thus driving pores closer together. Making these adjustments, the new throat length was determined, and throat diameters were found in a manner similar to the pore bodies, i.e., by assuming the total volume of the cylindrical throat has been reduced in proportion to the decrease in φ. The pore-and throat-size distribution of the network at λ = 8 is shown in Figure 5 , and a strong shift towards smaller pore and throat diameters is seen. An interesting result of this approach is that throat lengths tended to increase as hydration was lowered. This occurred since the volumes and therefore diameters of the pores shrink faster than the bulk material.
Although perhaps not entirely physically accurate, the above approach and methodology demonstrate an initial attempt of determining a quasi-equilibrated network for describing transport.
Position-Dependent Conductivity
A key feature of the present model was to impart a position-dependent conductivity in the conduits such that the conductivity near the walls was lower than in the bulk regions away from 11 the walls [34, 35, 38] . This behavior was approximated using the following expression to describe the conductivity κ at a distance r from the center of a throat of radius R:
where R is the radius of the throat, κ B is the conductivity in the bulk region, κ W is the conductivity at the wall, δ 50 is the half-thickness of the boundary region between the wall and the bulk over which the conductivity varies from κ W to κ B . The coefficient C is a scaling factor which controls the distance from the wall at which the conductivity approaches 99% of the bulk value, δ 99 :
( ) Figure 6 shows a representative conductivity profile for a conduit of radius R, a δ 50 value of 0.4R and a δ 99 value of 0.6R. This function is not easily integrated analytically, so a numerical integration was performed to determine an average conductivity for each throat.
The position dependence of the conductivity means that in very small throats, the entire conduit will be close to a wall. The average conductivity of such a throat would be essentially zero (or κ W ), so conduction between the two connected pores will cease. This leads to the second type of percolation known as 'bond percolation' [50, 59, 60] , which applies to transport in porous materials. In the context of traditional pore-network modeling of water invasion into porous materials, a throat can only be filled if both its adjacent pores are filled; while both pores can be filled (via other throats) while their common throat remains unfilled. It differs in subtle but important ways from 'site percolation'.
Results and Discussion

Dual-Phase Conducting Network
There are various reasons to examine the issues of conduction in networks wherein there are two phase-segregated domains with different conductivities. As mentioned above, one such example is where two different intrinsic conduction mechanisms exist (e.g., hopping and vehicular mechanisms). While the more conductive phase will dominant, it may be that these are linked only by traversing the lower conduction route at intersections or perhaps where defects exist that no longer allow for the faster conduction mechanism. The developed model is ideal to study this type of percolation and transport. In addition, block copolymers naturally phase segregate into typically conductive and structural elements, where percolation is critical [67] , and form various representative elements that can be of various dimensionality from 3-D gyroids, to 2-D lamellae, to 1-D cylinders [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] . Similar to the random copolymers, defects in block-copolymer structures can also cause a change of conductivity within the representative element. Therefore, it is worthwhile to explore how the effective conductivity is altered as a function of both the volume fractions of the high and low conducting phases as well as the difference between those values. It can be quite informative to view the voltage profile and the flux distribution in percolating systems. Figure 8 shows the simulation results of a 2-D system. The conducting phase fraction was 0.50, and the conducting sites were distributed randomly as shown by the red locations in Figure 8 (a). Because this is a site-percolation problem, a resistor is only conducting if both of its neighboring sites are conducting, so the number fraction of high conductivity resistors (red) is lower that the fraction of conducting sites. Figure 8(b) shows the voltage gradient across the network. Some non-uniformities can be seen in this figure owing to the random fluctuations in the conductivity of the underlying network, but the overall gradient shows no unexpected behavior. In Figure 8(c) , however, the flux flowing through each resistor shows quite remarkable behavior. It can be clearly seen that the majority of the current is flowing along a few preferred pathways (white and red) while the remainder of the network is unused. This is characteristic of percolating systems since many of the red resistors shown in Figure 8 (a) are completely isolated and therefore do not carry current. Interestingly, the fluxes shown in Figure 8 (c) bare a striking resemblance to those derived from electrochemical atomic-force microscopy in the literature [79] , reinforcing the simulated dominant primary conducting pathways.
In real phase-segregated materials the distribution of the phases is not random, but tends to form aggregates. This behavior can be simulated by distributing the phases with some degree of spatial correlation, as illustrated in Figure 3 . The increased likelihood of finding high conducting nodes near each other impacts the 14 percolation behavior. Figure 9 shows some example cases for 3 different degrees of spatial correlation compared to the standard uncorrelated site-percolation result. The values of τ and φ C used to fit Eq. (4) are given in the figure legend. The values of τ and φ C found here are not rigorous since a large-scale statistical study was not performed, but are demonstrative of important qualitative trends. For more quantitative comparisons, larger domains with more simulations performed near the percolation threshold would be required. It can be seen, however, that generally adding spatial correlation, either with or against the direction of ion flow (which was always in the z-direction), increases the effective conductivity and reduces the critical fraction at the percolation threshold. The picture suggests that selectively locating the various phases in a block copolymer or composite structure can change the behavior such that stronger membranes could be produced with similar conductivity simply by tuning the phase segregation through processing, synthesis, or other means.
Nafion-Inspired Network
Conduction in Nafion, as a the prototypical ion-conducting polymer electrolyte, was modeled with a pore-network approach using information derived about the volume fraction of conducting phase and pore and throat sizes to determine the ionic conductance between pores.
The measured conductivity of Nafion at room temperature has been correlated using the percolation relationship [28] :
Eq. (9)
where has units of S/cm. This equation is plotted in Figure 10 to provide a baseline against which the various modeling cases can be compared. The first scenario considers only the shrinking of the domain and pore and throat volumes, and applies a constant bulk conductivity value of κ = 1.2 S/cm throughout. As can be seen in Figure 10 , this does not display the characteristic percolation behavior and deviates from Eq. (9) at low values of φ. This is not surprising since the conductivity of the throats is never reduced to negligible values, hence a percolation threshold will not be seen. It is encouraging however, that the simple heuristic algorithm of shrinking the pore and throat volumes captures a fair amount of the observed 15 decrease in the effective conductivity. The second scenario shown in Figure 10 is the radially variable conductivity model outlined in Section 2.3.3. It was found that bulk conductivity of 1.6 S/cm was required, with 1000× lower at the walls. The transition from the wall to the bulk was set such the δ 50 was 0.29 nm and δ 99 was 0.30 nm. These values mean that a region of about 0.3 nm around the wall of every throat had essentially no conductivity. This further implies that any throat which shrinks to a diameter of 0.6 nm becomes non-conducting, which gives rise to the percolation threshold. Such an approach can be improved using insights from ab-initio and molecular calculations, but this is beyond the scope of the current study. The fact that the percolation threshold of around φ C = 0.06 was observed is a positive indication that the simple set of rules used to adjust the morphology with decreasing water content λ are capturing the real phenomena. The accepted value for φ C in bond percolation on cubic lattices is much higher at 0.2488 [59, 60] , so the rather low value seen here is not a trivial result. As a final case, it was explored whether this percolation behavior could be obtained with an even simpler model;
specifically, all throats of a diameter less than 1 nm are set to non-conducting. At large φ values, most throats are larger than this, as can be seen in Figure 5 ; however, as φ is decreased, more throats satisfy this criteria leading to the percolation behavior shown. Threshold throat-radius values higher than 1 nm cause the shift of φ C to higher values and vice-versa. This value of 1 nm is fairly close to the 0.6 nm diameter found in the case with the radially varying conductivity.
The bulk conductivity in this case was set to κ B = 1.2 S/cm, as in the first case. It is noteworthy that in the second scenario, it was necessary to increase the bulk conductivity to κ B = 1.6 S/cm in order to compensate for the fact that the outer shell of each throat was non-conducting.
Finally, it is of interest to examine possible proton conduction through interfacial structures or Nafion thin-films that exist within PEFC catalyst layers, where these thin films form a 3D network throughout the layer in which protons must travel [80] . These thin-films demonstrate reduced conductivity and water uptake [76] [77] [78] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] and can limit PEFC performance at low catalyst loadings as discussed recently [89] , and the modeling of such transport in thin-films is of active interest [1] . It is well known that when a polymer is confined to thicknesses comparable to its characteristic domain size, its properties and morphology differ from the analogous bulk materials [90] . To explore the thin-film behavior, it is a simple matter to adjust the domain size in the present simulations to look at the impact of film thickness in terms of percolation, using a domain similar to that shown in Figure 1(a) . Figure 11 shows percolation curves of Nafion thinfilms of various thickness, compared to the baseline conductivity for the bulk material given by Eq. (9) . The first thing to note is that the case of constant intrinsic conductivity is not impacted at all by the film thickness. In this case, the throat conductance does not transition to a nonconducting state as the throats become smaller, and hence there is no percolation limitation. A more physically relevant situation is that of the case considered above where all throats smaller than 1 nm in diameter are set to non-conducting. The impact this has on 2-D or thin-film simulations is shown in Figure 11 for domains 1, 2, and 3 layers thick. Recalling that the lattice spacing used in these simulations was 16 nm, this corresponds to 16, 32, and 48 nm thick films.
As can be seen, the 16 nm film has a much lower conductivity than the 3-D bulk case, and the critical volume fraction is about 2 times higher. It has been observed that in-plane conductivity in thin films does indeed decrease [75, 76, 82] , and the deviation from the 3-D case worsens at lower φ values. As 2 and 3 layers of nodes are used in the simulations, the effective conductivity behavior quickly approaches that of the 3-D case. This is also in qualitative agreement with the existing experimental observations [76] [77] [78] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] , which show increased conductivity with thickness that reaches almost complete bulk-like behavior for samples 100 nm or so thick.
The modeling approach presented herein provides useful insights into the behavior of Nafion and its swelling-dependent behavior, but the model is clearly overly simplistic. The list of possible improvements is virtually endless, and includes features like adding spatial correlation, shrinking large pores faster than small ones, increasing the connectivity of the network, improving the radial conductivity distribution model, and so on. Most of these will improve or alter the quantitative results but will not affect the qualitative picture. The one simplification that was made which could have an important impact on the results was the assumption of a constant intrinsic ionic conductivity inside the conduits as λ changed. For instance, it would be possible to reproduce the percolation behavior seen in Figure 10 just by adjusting κ B , rather than by collapsing pores less than 1 nm in diameter. Clearly the hydration level of the membrane will affect the mobility and concentration of ions, so the assumption of a nonvarying intrinsic conductivity in the region far away from the wall at all values of λ should be considered in more detail in future work.
Conclusions
Resistor-and pore-network modeling methodologies were applied to study ion-conduction in noticeably. This behavior was attributed to the fact that neighboring nodes are more likely to be high conductors, therefore longer conducting pathways were present. Once the basic behavior of percolating polymer systems was established, attention was turned to the special case of Nafion ionomer which has intriguing water-sorption behavior and both meso and nanoscale spatial dependences for conduction. The conductivity of water-vapor-equilibrated Nafion was modeled using a water-content-dependent pore and throat network where swelling was considered, and with a spatially varying conductivity within the nanodomains. This resulted in very good agreement with experimental trends over the range of water contents from 14 down to 1. Finally, the model was used to study the impact of thin films on the overall conductivity, and it was found that a film of 1 to 2 nodes (corresponding to 15 to 30 nm) thick had much lower in-plane conductivity than the bulk materials. Overall, the pore-network simulation and methodology provided useful insight into the behavior of Nafion, and demonstrated that such 19 an approach is a viable way to simulate efficiently the transport properties from the nanoscale through the mesoscale to macroscopically measureable properties. 
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